ABSTRACT Motion estimation (ME) is a kernel algorithm in many video applications. Full search integer ME (FSIME) can find the best result but it usually takes plenty of time. Traditionally, only intra-frame data reuse is considered for FSIME. In this paper, a new inter-frame data reuse method is proposed to further utilize inter-frame data reuse for true ME. ME in frame rate up-conversion (FRUC-ME), a kind of true ME, is used as a case study. For FRUC-ME with the new inter-frame data reuse method, a frame is loaded to the on-chip buffer only once instead of twice and used for two interpolated frames. Two levels of the new method are proposed, Inter-D and new Inter-E, which give a good tradeoff between off-chip memory bandwidth and on-chip buffer size. New data access order is used to implement the new data reuse method. The proposed data reuse method (Inter-D) demands less off-chip memory bandwidth than its intra-frame counterpart (Intra-D), and the off-chip memory traffic and power consumption are both reduced by 37.5% for FRUC-ME.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion estimation (ME) is a kernel algorithm for many video applications. It can be used for video encoder to reduce temporal redundancy between frames [1] - [4] . It is also used to track the projected object motion and produce the interpolated frame for frame rate up-conversion (FRUC-ME) [5] - [7] . FRUC-ME is usually considered as a kind of true motion estimation (Fig. 1) . ME can also be used to derive depth information of a scene for 3-D reconstruction [8] , [9] .
Block-based ME is usually used in video applications because it is simple and regular. Block matching is adopted to search for the most matching macro-block (MB) in another frame. The accuracy of ME is important. For example, it can affect the quality of the interpolated frame in FRUC. Full search integer ME (FSIME) search all MBs in the assigned area and gives the best MB but it needs too much off-chip memory traffic. On the other hand, FSIME is suitable to be implemented in hardware because its computation and memory access are regular. Fast search methods are proposed to reduce the search points of FSIME to cut down the time overhead [10] - [14] . However, they do not ensure that the optimal results are found. Furthermore, computations and memory accesses of fast search are not regular. This paper tries to reduce the demand on memory bandwidth and power consumption of FSIME.
The off-chip memory access speed cannot catch up with the computing speed in recent years, so reducing off-chip memory traffic of FSIME is very important especially for real-time video applications [15] , [16] . Some data reuse methods are proposed for FSIME to reduce off-chip memory traffic [17] - [20] . However, they mainly exploited intra-frame data reuse within previous frame while inter-frame data reuse between different frames was not considered. For FRUC-ME only with intra-frame data reuse, each frame has to be loaded from off-chip memory to on-chip memory twice, the first time as current frame, the second time as previous frame [21] . This consumes not only a lot of memory bandwidth but also plenty of energy, which is an especially important factor for mobile devices and data centers.
On the other hand, different processors (CPU, GPU, FPGA or ASIC) can offer very different on-chip buffer sizes, from several KB to several MB. A proper data reuse method can exploit the best of available cache size. Take data in Table 3b as an example. Intra-D and Inter-E are two traditional data reuse methods [17] , and Inter-D is a data reuse method proposed in this paper. Intra-D data reuse needs at least a 60KB on-chip buffer which can reduce the off-chip memory bandwidth requirement to 124 MByte/sec, and Inter-E needs at least a 4MB on-chip memory which can reduce the off-chip memory bandwidth requirement to 62 MByte/sec (Table 3b) . If the on-chip memory size of available platform is 256KB, we can only use Intra-D which still demands a lot of off-chip memory bandwidth and the cache size is not sufficiently used. If there is a data reuse method between Intra-D and Inter-E, e.g. 241KB on-chip memory with 77 MByte/sec off-chip memory bandwidth (Inter-D), it will be the best data reuse method for this cache size.
In this paper, a new method is proposed to exploit interframe data reuse for FRUC-ME, a kind of true ME. For FRUC-ME with the new method, most of the frames are processed as current frame and previous frame at the same time in order to be loaded into on-chip memory only once. Two levels (new Inter-E and Inter-D) of the proposed method are given for a good tradeoff between on-chip memory size and off-chip memory traffic. The inter-frame data reuse method (Inter-D) requires less off-chip memory traffic than its intraframe counterpart (Intra-D). On the other hand, the proposed method is compatible with intra-frame data reuse methods [17] , [18] and data access orders [19] , [20] . We carefully design the buffer and memory access order for the implementation of the new data reuse methods and the reduction of the buffer size. We give a new definition of Ra which evaluates the degree of redundant access to off-chip memory and analyze different data reuse methods. Experiment result shows that the new technique can reduce both the memory traffic and the power consumption effectively (by about 37.5%) in comparison with the existing intra-frame reuse method.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. We analyze the data locality of FSIME in Section II. The new inter-frame data reuse method for FRUC-ME is presented in Section III.
Case studies are shown in Section IV. Section V is the conclusion.
II. DATA LOCALITY ANALYSIS FOR FSIME
In this section, we first explain some concepts (Fig. 2) . MB, BS, SR, SRS and frame are five levels of data regions. Macro Block (MB) is a pixel block with size of N ×N. Block Strip (BS) is a row of MBs within the search range of the frame, with the size of N ×SRH. Search Range (SR) is the search range in the previous frame for the current block, with the size of SRV ×SRH. SR Strip (SRS) is a row of search ranges in the frame with the size of SRV ×W. The size of a frame is W ×H. Current Block (CB) is the macro-block in process within the current frame. A scan order is used for the according data reuse method. Different scan orders (raster scan, snake scan, smart snake scan and so on) will lead to different off-chip memory traffic [19] , [20] . Processing Element Array (PEA) is the computing unit to get the motion vector. Four intra-frame data reuse levels are given in Fig. 3 [17] . Intra-A is within BS in an SR. Intra-B is between adjacent BS in an SR. Intra-C is within an SRS. Intra-D is between adjacent SRS. Intra-A+ [19] is between Intra-A and Intra-B, and Intra-C+ [18] is between Intra-C and Intra-D. Intra-A+ is similar to Intra-C+ but they apply to different data ranges and need different memory sizes. These data reuse levels only utilize the data reuse within previous frame. However, they still demands too much off-chip memory traffic. Each frame needs to be loaded into on-chip memory twice, one time as current frame and the other time as previous frame for FRUC-ME.
III. INTER-FRAME DATA REUSE METHOD FOR FRUC-ME
Each frame has to be loaded into on-chip memory twice for FRUC-ME only with intra-frame data reuse. In order to reduce this kind of overhead, we propose an inter-frame data reuse method to load frames into on-chip memory only once for two typical kinds of FRUC-ME, unidirectional FRUC-ME (FRUC-UME) and bidirectional FRUC-ME (FRUC-BME) [5] . FRUC-UME only needs to search/load one SR for one interpolated MB, while FRUC-BME needs two SR in two adjacent frames. Two inter-frame data reuse levels (new Inter-E and Inter-D) are developed to achieve better tradeoff between off-chip memory traffic and on-chip memory size.
A. NEW RA (REDUNDANT ACCESS FACTOR) FOR FRUC-ME
Previous work did not consider the potential for data reuse between different frames, so inter-frame data redundancy existed when computing Ra. The off-chip memory traffic for previous frame was included, but the off-chip memory traffic for current frame was neglected. So we give a new definition of Ra to compare different data reuse levels. In (1), new Ra includes both redundant access to previous frame (Ra_pre) and redundant access to current frame (Ra_cur). Ra_pre describes the data redundancy of loading pevious frame to on-chip memory in (2) . Mem_pre is the off-chip memory traffic to load previous frame. Ra_cur rises from off-chip memory traffic to load current frame. Ra_cur is defined in (3), where Mem_cur equals memory traffic to load one current frame. A larger Ra stands for higher memory bandwidth requirement.
(1)
For FRUC-UME, Ra of intra-frame data reuse levels can be computed by (1) ( Table 1 ). Ra_cur always equals 1 for FRUC-UME because each current frame is loaded only once. As an example, Ra of Intra-C is computed as in (4) . Ra of Intra-D is computed as in (5) .
According to (1) , Ra of intra-frame data reuse levels for FRUC-BME can also be computed (Table 2 ). For example, Intra-C Ra of FRUC-BME is 2(1 + SRV /N) as in (6) because SRs of both the previous frame and the current frame are loaded for an interpolated frame.
B. INTER-E DATA REUSE METHOD FOR FRUC-ME
A straight-forward method for the implementation of interframe data reuse is to put whole frames on chip. Two frame buffers and one PEA are adopted to implement Inter-E (Fig. 4) for FRUC-UME or FRUC-BME. At first, Frame 0 and 1 are loaded into on-chip Frame Buffer 0 and 1 respectively. Frame 0 and Frame 1 are the previous frame and the current frame respectively. After Frame 0 and 1 are processed, Frame 2 is loaded into Frame Buffer 0 as current frame and Frame 1 is considered as the previous frame. This process is repeated so that each frame is loaded into the on-chip buffer only once (Fig. 5) .
FIGURE 4.
Inter-E implementation for FRUC-UME or FRUC-BME.
FIGURE 5.
PEA processing order for Inter-E of FRUC-ME. The frames stored in the two frame buffers are listed for each step.
Parallelism can be increased by using more frame buffers and PEAs. In Fig. 6 , two PEAs compute in parallel for two current frames and three frame buffers are needed. Note that, VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. FRUC-ME architecture for Inter-E with two PEAs.
we use PEA to implement the new data reuse method in this paper and PEA is popular for processing ME but PEA is not essential to implement the new data reuse scheme. For example, an architecture with programmable on-chip memory (like GPU) can also be used to implement the data reuse scheme.
Two frame buffers are needed to implement Inter-E in Fig. 4 . The frame buffer size can be reduced by reusing the frame buffer. In Fig. 7 , we partition the frame buffer to H/N + 2 BS buffers. The frame buffer is designed as a circular buffer to hold two frames at the same time for FRUC-UME. One BS buffer contains one BS and H/N BS buffers can hold a whole frame. Two more BS buffers are used to store the nonoverlapped part of the two adjacent frames. It is assumed that SRV equals 2N but the method is still effective by changing the number of the BS buffers or the BS buffer size when SRV does not equal 2N. Frame i and i + 1 are the previous frame and the current frame respectively. When PEA is processing Frame i + 1 BS2, Frame i (BS1, BS2 and BS3) are combined to be an SRS. At this time, Frame i BS0 will not be used so it is replaced by Frame i + 1 BS2 in the BS buffer (Fig. 8) . Similarly, Frame i BS1 and Frame i + 1 BS3 share one BS buffer. Therefore, one BS buffer is reused by a previous frame and a current frame. After adopting the circular buffer, the frame buffer size is cut down nearly by half, from 2WH to WH + 2NW. This memory size reduction method can be applied to not only on-chip memory but also off-chip memory. Inter-E with circular buffer is called new Inter-E in this paper.
The circular frame buffer size is also WH + 2NW as in Fig. 7 for FRUC-BME but the two adjacent frames are processed in an interleaved way (Fig. 9) . Each frame is loaded only once for Inter-E or new Inter-E so Ra is 1 according to (2) . However, new Inter-E still demands a large on-chip memory (more than one frame). 
C. INTER-D DATA REUSE METHOD FOR FRUC-ME
We propose Inter-D to further reduce the on-chip memory size of Inter-E. Multiple SRSs instead of whole frames are put on chip for Inter-D. One SRS buffer stores one SRS. Two current frames are processed alternately in one time period for FRUC-UME (Fig. 10) . Two SRS buffers for Frame i and Frame i into on-chip memory only once instead of twice. The CBs of Frame i are contained in the SRS buffer for Frame i. So we make the PEA process current BSs (or CB strips) of Frame i and Frame i + 1 alternately (Fig. 12) and take the same scan order for the two frames. After processing BS0 of Frame i + 1 in Step0, the PEA goes to process BS0 of Frame i in Step1. BS0 of Frame i is already in the SRS buffer for Frame i after Step0, so it is reused on chip in Step1. Then PEA goes to process BS1 of Frame i + 1 in Step2. By this means, the current BSs of Frame i are always in on-chip memory when they are needed so Frame i is reused in SRS buffer. Nevertheless, Frame i-1 and Frame i + 1 are still needed to be loaded twice. If m current frames are processed alternately in one time period, there is one frame which is loaded twice from off-chip memory to on-chip memory every m frames. Therefore, Inter-D Ra for FRUC-UME is calculated as in (7) .
For FRUC-BME, the difference from FRUC-UME is that an SRS buffer is used to replace the CB buffer for Frame i + 1 (Fig. 11 ) because both SR of the previous frame and SR of the current frame are needed for each interpolated MB. The processing order of BSs (Fig. 12 ) and calculating method of Ra are the same as FRUC-UME. Data reuse efficiency can be improved by increasing the number of SRS buffers. In this case, more current frames are processed in the same period of time. If there is only one FIGURE 12. The order of the current BSs processed by the PEA for FRUC-UME or FRUC-BME. current frame in one time period, the data can only be intraframe reused and each frame is loaded twice (Fig. 13) . The off-chip memory traffic decreases as we add more current frames which are processed in the same time period, e.g. only one fourth of the frames are loaded twice when four current frames are processed in the same time period. Furthermore, Inter-D can exploit data reuse between adjacent SRSs within the previous frame in SRS buffer, which means that Inter-D does not affect the use of Intra-D. On the other hand, parallelism can also be increased with more PEAs.
D. COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA REUSE LEVELS
Redundant access (Ra) and on-chip buffer size are computed for different data reuse levels of FRUC-UME and shown in Table 1 , where n is the parameter used in Intra-C+ data reuse. No reuse means that no data reuse schemes are used. It is assumed that Intra-C+ takes stitched zigzag scan and all the other data reuse schemes take raster scan. The proposed Inter-D data reuse method has a smaller Ra than its intra-frame counterpart Intra-D. When m becomes larger, Ra becomes smaller and on-chip buffer size becomes larger. For example, Inter-D Ra will be reduced to nearly 1/2 of Intra-D Ra when m is large enough. The size of the CB buffer is not considered when computing the on-chip buffer size because it is much smaller than SR, SRS or frame buffer. Inter-D on-chip buffer size is m times of Intra-D on-chip buffer size. Inter-E has the smallest Ra. The proposed new Inter-E reduces the buffer size of Inter-E nearly by half while it has the same Ra as Inter-E.
For FRUC-BME (Table 2) , Inter-D data reuse method also has a smaller Ra than its intra-frame counterpart Intra-D. The on-chip buffer size of Inter-D is (m + 1)/2 times as large as Intra-D for FRUC-BME. On-chip memory size of Intra-D, Intra-C, Intra-B and Intra-A in FRUC-BME are all twice as large as their corresponding levels in FRUC-UME. 
E. INTER-D IMPLEMENTATION FOR FRUC-UME
The proposed Inter-D data reuse shows a good tradeoff between on-chip memory size and off-chip memory traffic. Therefore, we design an FRUC-UME architecture with Inter-D data reuse (Fig. 14) when m = 4. IME mainly includes one SAD (sum of absolute differences) Tree [22] and an MV (motion vector) selector. Interpolation module in Fig. 11 is used to generate the interpolated frame for a complete FRUC architecture. We design a two-level memory hierarchy which is used to load data from off-chip memory to IME. The first level is a 16 × 16 CB buffer together with a 16 × 16 PB (previous block) buffer. CB buffer is designed as a register array to store the current block and receives current pixels from four SRAMs. The PB buffer is also designed as a register array to store the previous block and employs Intra-A. The PB buffer receives pixels of the previous frame from four SRAMs with the order shown in Fig. 12 . The second level of the memory hierarchy contains four SRAMs to receive pixels from off-chip memory, which implements Inter-D data reuse. FRUC-UME architecture with new Inter-E data reuse is similar to that with Inter-D data reuse. The main difference is that SRAM is used to implement the circular buffer (Fig. 7) .
IV. CASE STUDIES
We give three case studies (720p, 1080p and 4K) for analysis and comparison of different data reuse levels. Ra and on-chip buffer size of FRUC-UME and FRUC-BME are calculated on the basis of Table 1 and Table 2 respectively, where m = 4 and n = 4. Intra-A, Intra-B, Intra-C, Intra-C+, Intra-D and Inter-E are data reuse methods in the literature. Inter-D and New Inter-E are the proposed inter-frame data reuse methods. Bandwidth in (8) is off-chip memory bandwidth demand for FRUC-ME, where Ra is redundant access factor and f is frame rate.
For FRUC-UME, Inter-E needs 1.8MB on-chip buffer for 720p, 4.1MB on-chip buffer for 1080p and 16.6MB on-chip buffer for 4K. New Inter-E with the circular buffer reduces the on-chip buffer size of Inter-E nearly by half (Table 3) . Inter-D has better data reuse efficiency than its intra-frame counterpart Intra-D for 720p, 1080p and 4K. The bandwidth requirement reduction of Inter-D is 37.5%, compared with Intra-D for all the three specifications.
For FRUC-BME (Table 4) , the on-chip buffer size of Inter-D is 25% larger than the corresponding data reuse level of FRUC-UME when m equals 4 because it needs one more buffer on chip. Inter-D has better data reuse efficiency than its intra-frame counterpart Intra-D for all the three specifications, and the bandwidth requirement reductions are all 37.5%. VOLUME 6, 2018 Considering the importance of power efficiency [23] - [25] , we also evaluate the power consumption of different data reuse levels. The proposed method will not affect computational complexity and the power difference is mainly caused by difference of off-chip memory accesses, so we only evaluate the DRAM power according to (9) [26] . We assume that P DRAM _static and Throughput write in (9) is the same for different data reuse levels. Therefore, we only give the comparison of DRAM read power for FRUC-UME (Table 5) and FRUC-BME (Table 6 ). α 1 equals 1.12 Watt/(GB/s) and Throughput equals Bandwidth in (8).
TABLE 5.
Power consumption of different data reuse levels for FRUC-UME (1080p, 30fps, SRH = SRV = 32, N = 16).
TABLE 6.
Power consumption of different data reuse levels for FRUC-BME (1080p, 30fps, SRH = SRV = 32, N = 16).
For FRUC-UME, Intra-A, Intra-B, Intra-C and Intra-D can reduce a large amount of power consumption when compared with no data reuse. The proposed inter-frame data reuse method has lower power consumption than its intraframe counterpart. The power reduction for Inter-D is 37.5%, compared with Intra-D. For FRUC-BME, the proposed FIGURE 15. The bandwidth requirement of FRUC-UME for 1080p.
Inter-D data reuse method also has lower power consumption than its intra-frame counterpart Intra-D, and the reduction is 37.5%.
Because m is the main factor which will affect the offchip memory traffic for the proposed data reuse method, we give the demand on bandwidth for 1080p with different m in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 for different data reuse levels of FRUC-UME and FRUC-BME respectively. It is found that the demand on bandwidth of all the intra-frame data reuse levels and Inter-E do not change when m increases. The demand on bandwidth for Inter-D becomes lower but the magnitude of reduction becomes smaller when m increases. 
V. CONCLUSION
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